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ABSTRACT

We present the spectroscopic confirmation of a z = 2.45 protocluster. Its member galaxies lie within a radius of
1.4 Mpc (physical) on the sky and withinD  -v 700 km s 1 along the line of sight. We estimate an overdensity of
10, suggesting that the structure has made the turnaround but is not assembled yet. A comparison to the
Millennium simulation suggests that analogous structures evolve into 1014–1015 Me h−1 type dark matter halos by
z = 0, qualifying the notion of “protocluster.” The search for the complete census of mock progenitor galaxies at
~z 2.5 of these massive z = 0 mock clusters reveals that they are widely spread over areas with a diameter of

3–20Mpc. This suggests that the optical selection of such protoclusters can result in a rich diversity regarding their
z = 0 descendants. We also searched for signs of environmental differentiation in this protocluster. While we see a
weak trend for more massive and more quiescent galaxies within the protocluster, this is not statistically significant.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The identification of galaxy groups and clusters in the high-
redshift universe may offer insights into both the formation of
structure in the universe and the evolution of individual
galaxies. The study of the most massive structures at a given
epoch serves as a laboratory for cosmology. It is also known
that, at least at later epochs, <z 1, the cluster or group
environment can influence the member galaxies through a
variety of processes. The existence of a morphology–density
relation has been established, stating that denser environments
host a higher fraction of morphological types that are typically
associated with a lower star formation rate (Oemler 1974;
Dressler 1980; Balogh et al. 2004; Wuyts et al. 2011).
Furthermore, the fraction of galaxies that are “quenched,” i.e.,
in which star formation has ceased or has been suppressed to
yield a specific star formation rate that is below the inverse
Hubble time, is higher in high-density environments and
among satellite galaxies relative to central galaxies at the same
mass (e.g., Peng et al. 2010, 2012; Knobel et al. 2013; Wetzel
et al. 2013; Kovač et al. 2014; Koyama et al. 2014). A variety
of effects such as ram pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972;
Dressler 1980; Abadi et al. 1999), strangulation (Larson
et al. 1980; Kawata & Mulchaey 2008), harassment (Moore
et al. 1996), and so on have been invoked as causes of the
suppression of star formation in satellites.

The terminology of the membership of forming structures at
high redshift should be carefully defined. Following Diener
et al. (2013), when we refer to an association of galaxies as a
cluster (or group), we mean that its member galaxies occupy
the same dark matter (DM) halo at the time we observe it. This
effectively means that the galaxies lie within the r200 perimeter
of a single DM halo. Of course, this perimeter cannot be
observed directly in the sky, and so reliance must be made on
comparison with mock catalogs of galaxies that have been

generated from large-scale numerical simulations like the
Millennium simulation (Springel et al. 2005; Kitzbichler &
White 2007; Henriques et al. 2012). In contrast, the member
galaxies of a protocluster (or protogroup) occupy different DM
halos at the epoch at which they are being observed, but they
will later accrete into a common halo by z = 0. The galaxy
members of a protogroup are therefore mostly still the
dominant galaxies in their individual DM halos (i.e., are
“centrals”), but they will later become “satellites” in the larger
structure.
In a similar manner to group or cluster identification via

mock catalogs, protoclusters can also be identified in simula-
tions (Diener et al. 2013 and this work). Furthermore,
simulations can be used to follow the evolution of a
protocluster and predict its “product” at any later cosmic time.
In turn, this approach also provides information about the
progenitors of today’s clusters.
Whereas the aforementioned environmental processes take

place and have been observed in assembled groups and clusters
at <z 1, it is still unclear at which stage of the evolution of a
protocluster to a cluster the onset of environmental differentia-
tion happens.
It is clear that, at a given stellar mass, the properties of

satellites in the local universe are systematically different from
those of typical centrals (see, e.g., van den Bosch et al. 2008;
Weinmann et al. 2009; Pasquali et al. 2010; Peng et al. 2012).
This environmental central–satellite differentiation has been
established out to ~z 1 (Gerke et al. 2007; Knobel et al. 2013;
Kovač et al. 2014). If the environmental effects in the galaxy
population are dominated by satellites (see Knobel et al. 2014
for a qualification of this), then it is possible that at ~z 2 the
members of a protogroup or protocluster would not be
environmentally differentiated from the general population
because these galaxies will (by definition) still be centrals and
not satellites. Whether this is true is, however, not clear yet, and
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=K 23.8AB , corresponding to an approximate mass complete-
ness limit of ~1010

M . We include this sample to look for
differences in the galaxy population at the protocluster position
with respect to the field. As we are only interested in
differential effects, it is acceptable if our sample is not
complete toward lower masses as long as it includes the objects
we are interested in. It should, however, be noted that the
UVISTA sample does not necessarily include the known
spectroscopic members (in fact, it only contains 6 of the 11
members).

4.2. Overdensity

We can roughly estimate the overdensity of the protocluster
by using the parent photometric sample from which we selected
the targets for observation.

To that end, we calculate the field density in the 0◦. 6 × 0◦. 62
zCOSMOS-deep (densely sampled) area within the redshift
range z 0.12cl , which corresponds to ±10,000 km s−1, to
encompass the photo-z uncertainty. Then
r =

´ ´ -

N

l lfield 1 3 area ( )

field

max
3

min
3 , where l denotes the comoving

distance along the line of sight, and lmin and lmax correspond to
the distance at -z 0.12cl and +z 0.12cl . The “area” is the area
of zCOSMOS-deep ( ´ -1.13 10 4 sr2).

When computing the density of the protocluster, we correct
for the effect of the redshift uncertainty. The D  -v 700 km s 1

of the spectroscopic members presumably overestimates the
extent of the protocluster along the line of sight. We therefore
assume that in reality the excess of objects concentrates within
the =r 1.4phys Mpc radius, both along the line of sight and
radially. Hence, the density of the protocluster is as follows:
r =

πr lcl
11

com
2

com
, with = +r r z(1 )com phys

*
cl and =l r2*com com.

Then the overdensity is given by d r r r= - =( 10.fieldcl ) field
We double-checked our assumption of the spectroscopic

members being concentrated within a radius of
=1.4 pMpc 4.8 cMpc. To that end, we determined the spread

in the cosmological redshifts of the 16 mock protoclusters
(being a measure for the “true” distribution of the protocluster
member galaxies). The average rms of these redshifts is 0.006,
translating to 7.3 cMpc, which is consistent with the 4.8 cMpc
radius from above, suggesting that our assumption was valid
but that we may slightly overestimate the overdensity.

An overdensity of 10 implies, in line with the simulations,
that while the protocluster is not likely to be gravitationally
bound yet, it has made its turnaround.

4.3. Radio Galaxies

Whereas this protocluster has been selected purely through a
FOF approach on a spectroscopic sample, it is well established
that radio galaxies are beacons for high-z overdensities (see for
example Miley et al. 2006; Hatch et al. 2011; and others). We
searched the publicly available FIRST catalog (White et al.
1997) for sources at the protocluster position and found a radio
galaxy at ( =R.A. 150.0025, =dec1. 2.2586) with a flux of
4.21 mJy. This position coincides with the protocluster with an
offset of 0.5 pMpc from the center. Castignani et al. (2014)
also report a structure at z = 2.39 at our protocluster position,
identified with a Poisson probability method using photometric
redshifts looking for overdensities around radio galaxies. They
associate their structure with the same radio galaxy and quote a
photometric redshift of = z 2.2phot 0.44

0.32 for it. Given the

uncertainty in photometric redshifts, it is possible that our
protocluster and the structure from Castignani et al. are the
same overdensity and associated with the FIRST radio galaxy.
Without spectroscopy, however, we cannot make a decisive
statement.

4.4. Does Environment Matter?

As discussed in the introduction, previous work finds at times
contradictory results regarding environmental differentiation in
protoclusters. The protocluster presented in this work has
originally been selected from a sample of blue star-forming
galaxies, as opposed to the predominantly Hα-selected samples
of the aforementioned studies. This opens the door for the search
for environmental signatures both identical and different.
To this end, we search for any differences in the masses, star

formation rates, and the quiescent fraction in the protocluster.
Because of our blue selection, we are, however, biased toward
lower-mass and star-forming galaxies. To overcome this
limitation, we rely on the UVISTA catalog described in
Section 4.1.
We determine the fraction of massive ( > M M1010.5 )

galaxies, as well as the fraction of highly star-forming
( > -

SFR 50 M yr 1) galaxies within the protocluster, consis-
tent with the proposed scenarios of either overabundance of
massive galaxies (Hatch et al. 2011) or elevated star formation
(Shimakawa et al. 2014). At the same time we also search for a
difference in the quiescent fraction in comparison to the field,
akin to low-redshift results.
We make use of the masses and SFRs that are given in the

catalog and that are determined by the mass (SFR) of the best-
fitting template defined by the median of the likelihood
distribution from the photo-z fitting procedure. The selection
of quiescent galaxies is also taken from UVISTA, where they
employ a criterion based on NUV-R/R-J colors. In total, 73
galaxies with zphot consistent with the protocluster redshift are
flagged as quiescent.
We calculate the respective fractions of massive, star-

forming, and quiescent galaxies in the protocluster in a cylinder
of r = 1.4 Mpc radius (physical, the protocluster radius) and a
length of ±10,000 km s −1 (to encompass the photo-z uncer-
tainty). To compute the field values, we put down cylinders of
the same volume at 100 random positions in the zCOSMOS-
deep field.
Figure 5 shows these fractions in comparison with the field:

the fraction of massive galaxies on the left, the fraction of star-
forming galaxies in the middle, and the quiescent fraction on
the right. While we see a trend toward slightly more massive
and quiescent galaxies within the protocluster, this is not
statistically significant within our sample. Despite its likely
evolution into a very massive z = 0 cluster, we do not see
evidence for environmental differentiation at this stage,
although it is possible that a weak effect was not detected
because of the large errors caused by the use of photo-z.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented a z = 2.45 protocluster with 11 spectro-
scopically confirmed members. It was first identified in
zCOSMOS-deep and then followed up with FORS2 spectro-
scopy. Its member galaxies lie within a radius of 1.4 Mpc
(physical) on the sky and within D =  -v 700 km s 1. We
estimated an overdensity of 10, in line with the structure having
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made the turnaround but not having accreted its member
galaxies onto a common DM halo.

This picture is confirmed by comparison of the protocluster
to similar structures in simulations. To that end, we carefully
constructed mock catalogs that resemble the observational
situation and identified analogous protoclusters therein. We
follow the evolution of these mock protoclusters from ~z 2.5
to z = 0. We find that indeed most of the member galaxies are
still centrals in their own DM halo at ~z 2.5. By z = 0 most of
them share the same halo and hence form a cluster.
Furthermore, the z = 0 halo is of M 1014–1015 -

M h 1,
equivalent to a Virgo- or Coma-like cluster.

We identified all ~z 2.5 mock progenitor galaxies that will by
z = 0 share the DM halo with the originally identified mock
protocluster galaxies. These galaxies would mostly be too faint
for observations, but they still lie within the D  -v 700 km s 1 to
be associated with the protocluster. For each of the mock
protoclusters there exist several hundred to thousands of these
progenitors spread over an area with a diameter between 3 and
20 pMpc, and hence they occupy a much wider field than
suggested by the originally identified members. This optical
selection of protoclusters results, therefore, mostly in loose
structures and a rich diversity of objects. In order to fully
characterize the progenitor population of today’s massive clusters,
these wide fields need to be observed. The numbers from above
furthermore hint at an extended structure in the zCOSMOS field.

In the last section, we studied the galaxy population in the
area of the protocluster in the search for early signatures of
environmental differentiation. We compared the fraction of
massive, highly star-forming, or quiescent galaxies in the
protocluster to the field. While we see a weak trend for more
massive and quiescent galaxies in the protocluster, this is not
statistically significant.
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